The Power of the INDUSTRIAL DESPOTISM

OF TOIL, ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE!

Suppose you try it on him to-day? Again, THREE special six months sub-cards will sell you only $1.00 and you can sell them for $1.50. Why not order three and try it? On, if this won’t work for you, why not get a sub to ask the fellow-worker working right along side of you for the deed is done, but we won’t prove the deed until we get it. Suppose you try it on him to-day? Again, THREE special six months sub-cards will sell you only $1.00 and you can sell them for $1.50. Why not order three and try it? On, if this won’t work for you, why not get a sub to ask the fellow-worker working right along side of you for the deed is done, but we won’t prove the deed until we get it. Suppose you try it on him to-day? Again, THREE special six months sub-cards will sell you only $1.00 and you can sell them for $1.50. Why not order three and try it? On, if this won’t work for you, why not get a sub to ask the fellow-worker working right along side of you for the deed is done, but we won’t prove the deed until we get it. Suppose you try it on him to-day? Again, THREE special six months sub-cards will sell you only $1.00 and you can sell them for $1.50. Why not order three and try it? On, if this won’t work for you, why not get a sub to ask the fellow-worker working right along side of you for the deed is done, but we won’t prove the deed until we get it.
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The Miners Liberation League, was formed for the purpose of relieving our fellow-workers, 160 of whom are being held for the purposes of chastising us, for which we are not in the least bit guilty. We wanted to know what they were charged with, and that information was withheld from us through the bundle of gagging lies which were manufactured to publish murders, diabolical lies and untruths about us.

You have nothing but clever and vague arguments to use and one of the richest lands on earth to gain!... No, in the bonds of our Set, during that period, we permitted the organization of the I. W. W. They suffered with a terrible hunger. Death was ravaging among them. Many died in their beds. Some died in the cold dungeon halls of the prison. We let this happen...
Rebel Machinists Call Autocracy

Chicago, Ill., Sept. 20, 1912.

To the International President and General Executive Board of the International Association of Machinists. 

Gentlemen: In the September issue of our Journal, under the heading "Labor and the Labor Circles," we are informed that the following: "The circular issued by Charles E. Peterson, of the I. C. L. Federation, with the object of taking a general strike vote, is unauthorized by the International President and General Executive Board."

The members of Woodlawn Lodge No. 492 are business of knowing what is going on. The International President and General Executive Board have no right to do anything under the guise of the International President and General Executive Board.

We believe in the democratic management of our association and not by a few of the individual employees who are responsible for the salaries from the rank and file of this association, and that the International President and General Executive Board should endeavor to execute the will of the membership and not try to rule with their autocracy to try and advance their own ideas. Therefore Woodlawn Lodge No. 492 thinks that the International President and General Executive Board should be severely censured for the habits in trying to discourage the brothers who are still on the firing line of the Illinois Central, Harriett-line and Peres Marquette and those working in other roads who refuse to take a general strike vote for the reason that a general strike vote will bring the pending matters to a successful conclusion because it has been clearly shown that the International President and General Executive Board have neglected to prevent the country of assent or otherwise, to notify on this strike. We are sending a copy of this letter to our President and General Executive Board, the Strike Bulletin, Liberator and the Unionist. Other locals that are of the same opinion, please take action.

G. WALTERS, President.

Fred Hack, R. D. Fletcher, John Eiger.

Machinist Lodge No. 492.


COMMENT.—So the battle of Industrialism continues, and the rebellion against the Advocacies spreads. Fall in or under the line, as you will, great "leaders" of the workers!

CRY OF THE PEOPLE.

(By John G. Neihardt.)

Treachery before the Lords of the scheme of things! Fightingers of all earth's battle, trample upon their flags and Lauriston's laws. Guided by seers and sages, Take up the work of the drum, Snap up the chains of age, Out of the night we came!

L. U. 24, DENVER.

Follow-Worker Put Noon has been elected secretary of No. 26 and the Lodge has moved it's headquarters in the Lawrence Street, near 32nd, 3rd. All correspondents and rebel take notice. PAT. NOONAN, Secretary.

Red Cross Drug Store

Teens and Jackson Streets—Opposite Union Depot

ALEXANDRIA, LOUISIANA

DRUGS, MEDICINES, DRUG SUNDRIES AND TOILET ARTICLES

Our Prescription Department is in charge of trained chemists. You can rely on us to prepare your prescription accurately.

Mail Orders P haze immediately. In a few days we guarantee delivery.

For your health's sake buy your drugs and sundries from the Red Cross Drug Store. We deal in all the best brands and we guarantee satisfaction.

TELEPHONE NUMBER 72.